
CAUTION
To Parents and Guardians

①This product is not a toy. It is a miscellaneous goods.

②Do not give this product to children under the target age. If you do, keep an eye on your children during 

the products are their side. Never give to small children as there is a risk of accidental ingestion.

③This product is not food. Never put it in your mouth. There is a risk of choking or suffocation.

Keep out of reach of small children. In case of an accidental ingestion, consult your doctor immediately.

④Keep away the products from any fire source. It may cause a fire.

⑤Some products contain small part. Be careful of your children not to swallow.

⑥Do not wind the ball-chain around fingers. It’s dangerous and may cause blood-congestion. 

⑦Due to the characteristics of the products, some hole / bubbles / slit on parting line / spots etc.. might be 

on the body. Please understand they are not defective. However, if it’s on the character’s face, it may 

become a defective item so please consult the shop you’ve got it from.

⑧As the characteristics of the products, we make them very soft. It may cause: many wrincles on the 

surface, looks darker partly because of bubbles or a hole near the surface, not completely back to the 

original shape if it squeezed too strong.

⑨Due to the characteristics of the products, there are individual differences of softness even between the 

same products. 

⑩The product might have some wrinkles or shiny spots due to possible adhesion to the packaging.

⑪Especially for gold and silver coloring, it might be caused cracks or peeled off due to aging.

⑫When opening the package, it might smell the material or painting too strongly to feel the original scent. 

Do not sniff it, and leave it in ventilated place about 2 days without a package.

⑬The intensity of the scent depends on the type. The scent is not permanent and might get weaken 

because of aging.

⑭Please don‘t put the product into your bag directly. It may stick to your bag or other goods depending on 

their material. 

⑮Depending on the material of places you put the product on, it may cause spots or discolorations. 

⑯Please don‘t  pull apart the product strongly. It might be torn apart.

⑰Please don‘t  pull the ball-chain strongly. It might be pulled out with tearing the body.

⑱The products’ coloring could be discolored when if they are scrubbed or squeezed many times. Please 

treat gently the delicate part such as indention, protuberance, thickly painted. These parts are easier to be 

torn. 

⑲A part printed-sticker on, could be darkened more easily than other part. 

⑳When you strage the products, put into bags individually. If you keep several products touching each 

other, they may stick or cause discoloration.


